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CENTRALLY MANAGED
WITH FILEWAVE SERVERS

“We manage several car dealerships, each with multiple
locations. We have legally compliant service contracts with all
our customers, that allows us to support them around the
clock. This is done with the help of a VPN tunnel to all
locations. We have a central FileWave server on our premises
and a FileWave booster as well as FileWave IVS (Imaging
Virtual Server) at each of our customers’ sites.

We use a single FileWave server to manage all our customers
centrally, regardless of whether they have 10 or 250
workstations and whether one or more domains need to be
managed. 

During the migration from Windows 7 to Windows 10, we also
deployed all new PCs via FileWave. The brand new PCs were
prepared via a FileWave image and also activated immediately
via a FileWave script as soon as the Windows 10 licence was
available in the BIOS. This was followed by the automatic
installation of the required software. A new PC was ready for
use within 15-30 minutes. The integration into the respective
domain was also automated. Subsequently, the profile transfer
from the old PC to the new one had to be done and the device
was ready for use.”

BACKGROUND

In October 2018, the
Engineering firm HR-

Soft and Elektro
Holzapfel decided to do
an in-depth evaluation

of FileWave. In just
under a year, they

rolled out more than
1000 licences

successfully to their
customers.



Have full control over
your software, even
post-distribution. 

On-demand software
store controlled by
your organization.

“In the Volkswagen (VW) and Audi environment, there are
special software programmes without documentation,
done via a “silent” installation—this was not a problem
with FileWave. The subsequent addition of an application
was also uncomplicated.

Despite high security requirements being activated,
employees were able to download the additionally
required software via a self-service kiosk at the click of a
button, without the need for an administrator’s account.”

"The following factor was extremely interesting for a
customer: Due to a new VW-Audi operating concept, the
DAT software (valuation of used cars and accident
repairs) was migrated from server A to server B. To
achieve this, the software must first be uninstalled on all
computers and all files must be deleted. Only then can
the DAT software be reinstalled.

Usually, this takes an enormous effort per unit, even with
30 or 50 workstations. With FileWave, this could be
achieved with scripts and Filesets at the push of a button.
It takes some time to create these scripts and Filesets,
but then it runs like clockwork and all the required IT
systems are updated in no time. 

As a bonus, our customers receive an automated report
via mail with information about all computers and servers
registered with FileWave every month—computer name,
time of last contact with the FileWave server and the
Windows licence key (if available). 

The fact that FileWave is extensive and has many facets
makes it difficult to get started. You achieve very small
and quick successes at the beginning, but you only really
notice how “powerful” FileWave is over time.”
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